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Introduction 

While Turkey is beginning its membership negotiations with the 
European Union, Turkish Alevis try to capitalize on the European 
pressure for reform.' Most Alevis welcome the understanding of the 
European Commission that Alevis form a religious community deserv- 
ing recognition.* While publicly asserting their identity as a cultural- 
religious community, they debate internally the features constituting 
it. One of the central topics in this internal discussion is the future 
role of the dede, the traditional leader of the Alevi community. 

The Alevi internal debate on dedelik, the dede institution, is part of 
a larger process of reconceptualization of the Alevi tradition. The 
first phase of this process, which got under way in the late 1980s, 
was characterized by organization and institution. building and by 
the Alevis' desperate desire for recognition. By now, the legitimacy 
of a distinct Alevi identity is widely acknowledged, and the debate 
on Alevism seems to have entered a new phase, in which questions 
concerning its internal organization and its representation have come 
to the forefront. I hold that contemporary Alevism faces two major 
challenges that seem to be of crucial importance for its future 
development. 

' I thank the editors, especially Gudrun Kramer, for their thorough critique of 
an early draft of this paper. I discussed a later version at the Study Group on Modem 
T u r k  at Harvard University, which helped me to clarify some important points; 
in particular I want to thank Aykan Erdemir. Further thanks are due to Ali Yaman, 
who critically read this paper and shared with me his valuable insights, and to 
Carole Woodall for her very helpful comments. 

Commission of the European Communities, Communication from the Commission 
to the Council and the European Parliament, Recommendation ofthe European Commission 
on Twky's progress towark accession, October 6, 2004, URL: http://europa.eu.int/comm/ 
enlargement/report~2004/pdf/tr~recommandationen.pdf, accessed December 15, 
2004. 
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The first challenge concerns the representation of Alevism vis-A-vis 
Islam and the state. Alevis are currently intensifying their endeav- 
ours to receive official recognition by the state. This accentuates and 
deepens the Alevi internal struggle as to whether and how they 
should be incorporated in the state structure. The fierce debate cir- 
cles around a couple of highly contested issues: Which organizations 
and spokespersons can legitimately represent Alevism? Should Alevism 
be treated as an Islamic sect or as a religion in its own right? Is 
Alevism a religion at all or should it rather be regarded as a par- 
ticular Anatolian philosophy and culture? 

The second challenge can be described in terms of changing author- 
ity structures and new demands for religious leadership. In the con- 
text of the traditional Alevi village, the authority of a dede depended 
on a combination of qualities: descent, social skills, as well as ritual, 
mythical, and doctrinal knowledge. Ideally, the dede would have all 
of these qualities. Thus, in the pre-modern setting, the authority of 
the dede encompassed both political and religious spheres of life. In 
fact, these spheres were not differentiated but interconnected in Alevi 
worldview and pra~t ice .~ In the course of the 20th century, how- 
ever, the traditional community structures dissolved through secu- 
larization and urbanization. The rapid social change contributed to 
a decline of the dede's authority, which coincided with the emergence 
of a new type of Alevi leader. These new Nevi leaders run the mod- 
ern Alevi organizations and represent Alevism in public. Currently, 
Alevi elites in Turkey as well as in the European diaspora debate 
the skills and kinds of knowledge a "modern" dede should have, how 
he should be trained, and which functions he would have to fulfil. 

This article describes the present Alevi debate on the modern dede 
and analyzes it in the context of the contemporary reformulation of 
Alevism in terms of culture and religion. I argue that dedelik, the 
institution of the dede, is being secularized, i.e., the role of the dede 
is constrained to ritual contexts increasingly defined as "religious" in 
opposition to "non-religious" functions such as representation of the 
community. While this means a limitation of the dede's authority, it 

Traditional Alevi social practice does not distinguish between the sacred and 
the profane and has indeed no terminology for such a distinction. Cf. Markus 
Dressier, "Turkish Alevi Poetry in the Twentieth Century. The Fusion of Political 
and Religious Identities," Alij Journal of Gvnparasioe Poetics 23 (2003), pp. 109-54. 
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also indicates new respect, and--as I will try to show-possibilities 
for an extension of his influence. 

In order to clarify the ~i~gnificancr of the current attempts to refor- 
mulate the dede institution, I will first give a brief account of the tra- 
ditional dedelik and the changes it underwent in the course of Alevism's 
transformations in the 20th century. 

Autho~ib  in Traditional Alevivm 

The office of the dede is a core institution of traditional Turkish 
Alevism4 The designation "traditional" is not meant to suggest any 
inferiority in comparison to the attribute "modern;" neither is a nec- 
essary evolution from "the tradition" to "the modern" ir-r~plied. By 
the tern1 "traditional Nevism" I simply mean Alevism as it was prac- 
ticed before secularization and urbanization impacted on the Anatolian 
and Thracian countryside, thereby altering its social structures and 
b0undaries.j In this sense, the notion of traditional Alevism is a his- 
toric reconstruction mainly based on Alevi accounts of the 20th cen- 
tury and a very limited amount of relatively recent anthropological 
resrarch. One should keep in mind that the tern1 "Alevism" (dlevilik) 
itself is distinctively modern. It emerged only in the early 20th cen- 
tury, reflecting the evolution of a new trans-regional identity linking 
previously only partially connected groups which shared similar nar- 
ratives, brliefs, as well as social and ritual practices. These proto- 
Alevi groupsVived fairly separate from Ottoman society and had 
only limited access to written culture. 

Despite these methodological provisos, I nevertheless maintain that 
the term "traditional Alevism" has heuristic value. For one, the 

' B)- far the most comprehensive study on the d~delik is the dissertation of .4li 
Yaman, published as Akvilzk'te ciedelzk up ocaklar, Istanbul 2004. 

' "Turkish Alcvism" is here understood grographically. The  barely researched 
Alcvi cornrnunities of the Balkans, mainly Albania and Bulgaria, are not included. 
Although this article focuses mainly on Alevis who define themselves as ethnic Turks. 
a considerable amount of Ale\is are Kurdish (approximately 1 5 2 0  '10 of the pop- 
ulation of Turkey are estimated to he ;Uevi, roughly one third of them speaking 
Kurdish dialects). 

" \Vith "proto-Alevism" 1 do not want to suggest an  evolutionist frarne for the 
dcvelopmcnt of Alevism; the term is rather an  expression of the awareness that the 
notion of "Alevism" is a modern invention, and that one has to he careful with 
projecting morlcrn conc-epts on pre-modern realities. 
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various Alevi accounts of "traditional Alevism" (geleneksel Alevilik) as 
well as anthropological research show that even Alevi communities 
without any direct connections and living far away from each other 
appear to have a great amount of conlmonalities concerning com- 
munity structures, practices, and bcliefs. I use the term "traditional 
Alevism" to label these transmitted commonalities. The notion of 
traditional Alevism is therefore an ideal type signifying a not yet 
secularized and urbanized Alevism as it emcrges from the collective 
memories of Alevis themselves, as well as from historical reconstructions. 

In traditional Alevism, dedelik, the office of the dede, comprised 
social and religious leadership functions. IrPne Milikoff sees in the 
dede a continuation of the pre-Islamic Turkish Shaman, the kam-ozan.' 
Conceptualizing Alevism as "Islamicized Shamanism"%llows her to 
explain the miraculous powers attributed to the dede, as well as his 
role as healer and mediator. Whether of shaman origin or not, these 
skills, as well as a concept of distinguished descent, sy ,  form the 
backbone of the dede's authority.Wescent is the main social marker 
in traditional Alevi~m.'~' The Alevi dedes are revered as ezllad-z resul, 
or sqyzd, either term indcating descent from the Prophet hluhammad- 
in Alevism, as a rule, through Muhammad's daughter Fatima and 
Ali; the charisma of the family of the Prophet (the ah1 al-bn~lt) is 
believed to be passed on from generation to generation. The dede 
lineages are called ocak. Ocak literally means hearth and distinguishes 
a holy lineage." The ocak lineages are complemented by non-ocak 

' Irtne hlClikofY, Ha& Bektarh. l i ~  rnythe et ses naatar.c. Gmire et iuollction du soufstnr 
,bo~u/(~zre en Turquie, Leiden 1998, pp. 9 1 3 .  hftlikoff perpetuates the old thesis of 
Fuat Kopriilu \vho described ;Ue\is and Rahai as " o ~ t w a r l d l ~  Islainizcd continua- 
tion of thr old 'I'urkish Shamail." Cf: Rlrhmcd Fuad Kbpriilu, The 0eqin.r of the 
Ottornan Enqirt., Albany 1992, p. 105. For a critique of MClikoff's Shamanism the- 
sis see Harnid Algar's r e ~ i e w  of her Hudji Bcktach. C n  mythe et .rer aoatars in I~rtcnratiotml 
Journal of A21iddle East Strrriie~ 36 iv (2004), 1111. 687-89. 

'' hZklikoff, Hadji Bektach, chap. I .  
" C t  A i  Yaman, Iledelik kururnu ci;tmincii, deiijlrn .rurecinde Ale~'il,ilik, PhD clissertation, 

I s t a~~bu l  2001, pp. 100f. 
"' A very good dcsc~iption of the socio-religious organization of traditional Alevism 

Ijased or1 an analysis of written primary sources 11s wcll as field research conducted 
it1 the early 1980s is provided by Krisztina Kehl-Bodrogi, Die Kzzzlba~/Alcr~itcn. 
Lntn.suchunyen iiher elne esoteriwhe (~1aubrnsqemeilzrchaJ in Anatolie,~, Berlin 1988, pp. 167-79. 
For a more recent dcscription of Acvi village life bascd on fieldx.\.ork conducted in 
the late 1980s and early 1990s see David Shankland, Thc Alevis in Turkey. 771e 
Ernergencc of a ,Se~.ular Islamic. Tradition, London 2003, chapters 4-6. 

Reputation and authority of differelit oc-uk, and, indeed, different types of ocak 
vary sisnificantly. For a detailed description see Yaman, Dedelik kururnu, pp. 941: 
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lineages, whose members are called talib. Talzb cannot become dede, 
since this is a prerogative of male ocak members. Which member of 
an ocak embarks on a career as dede depends on his social standing 
in the community, his religious knowledge, and his leadership qual- 
ities." The relationship between members of an ocak clan and those 
talibs who recognize the members of this ocak as dede is referred to 
in terms of parents and children.'" Intermarriage between the two 
groups was considered incest and strictly forbidden, and the bonds 
between particular dede and talib families used to be hereditary. 

The main role of the dede was to lead the Alevi rituals, especially 
the cem ceremonies, the major form of communal Alevi worship. His 
descent granted him the religious charisma required for the perfor- 
mance of the rituals as well as for instruction on the requirements 
and rules of the mystical path. In addition, the dede was acting as 
mediator and judge.'" Traditional Alevis would not consult sharia 
courts but solve conflicts within their communities; the dede had the 
right to sanction unruly behaviour and expel those community mem- 
bers who violated its basic rules.'" 

The tight social boundaries of traditional Alevism and the domi- 
nant position of the dede were important factors allowing Alevis to 
remain fairly autonomous at the margins of Ottoman society. There 
were signs of an erosion of traditional Alevism's social structures 
already in the second half of the 19th century.'" This erosion has 
been a gradual process that took place with differing speed and inten- 
sity depending on the location. In general it can be said that it was 
not until the mid 20th century that the damages in the community 
structures seemed to have become irreversible. 

" Shankland, Alevis in T u r k ~ ,  pp. 104f. 
I '  Yaman, Dedelik kurumu, pp. 94f. 
I '  Mechanisms of conflict resolution are incorporated in the cem ceremony clearly 

showing thr conflation of ritual and judicial practices in traditional Alevism. 
I' Ali Yaman, "Dundrn bugunr Kizilba~ Alrvi dedrleri," in Pertev Naili Boratav'a 

armajan, ed. Metin Turan, Ankara 1998, p. 357. 
I" Hans-Lukas Kieser, "Muslim Heterodoxy and Protestant Utopia. The Interactions 

between Alevis and Missionarics in Ottoman Anatolia," Die LVelt des Islarns 41 i 
(2001), pp. 89-1 11. 
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Breakdown and Comeback oj' the Dedelik 

The  social structures of traditional Aletism were affected by the sec- 
ularization politics of the early Turkish Republic (founded in 1923), 
e.g., the ban of all tarikat (Sufi order) activities in 1925. Although 
Ale~ism is not a Sufi order in a technical sense, some Alelis are 
associated with the qelebi branch of the Bektashi order, which was 
also banned. There are accounts of how dedes were discriminated 
against by local state representatives in the early years of the Republic. 
However, as Ali Yaman argues, the efforts to prevent the dedes from 
visiting their associated talibs had onl) limited effects and should not 
be seen as the main reason for the decline of the dedelik.17 

hluch more significant was the economically motivated exodus to 
the urban centres in the middle of the century, which often cut the 
close dede-talzb relations and thus undermined the social network of 
traditional Alevi communities." IVith the younger Alevi generations 
turning to leftist ideologies in the 1960s and 70s, the dedej' author- 
ity was further damaged. Sometimes dedes were portra)ed as char- 
latans exploiting ord ina~y people. From the viewpoint of the dedes, 
Ali Yaman characterizes the time from the 1960s to the late 1980s 
as a period when the dedes were "temporarily out of duty."" At the 
same time, a new Alevi middle class evolved in the cities. The  break- 
down of the traditional hierarchies made possible the emergence of 
a new urban Alevi elite, i.e., individuals who assumed leadership 
functions in secular organizations drawing 011 an  Alevi const i t~iency.~~ 
This new elite is the backbone of the new Alevi public presence as 
a forceful social movement. 

Today, the dedes are "back in duty," but their duties are being 
newly negotiated. From the late 1980s onwards, Ale\.is put more 
emphasis on the religious dimension of A l e ~ i s m . ~ '  In the aftermath 

'' Yaman, Drdelik kurumu, pp. 50, 117. 
Cf: Shankland, Alevis in T11rk9, LIP. 135f. 

Iq Yaman, Drdelik kurumu, pp. 115 21.  
"' Ali Yaman, "Anadolu Alevileri'nde otoritenin el de&tinnrsi. Dedelik kuru- 

mundan kiilturel organizasyonlara," in Bilgi toplurrrltnda Aleuilik, ed. Ibrahim Bahad~r, 
Rielefeld 2003, p. 333. 

" See Krisztina Kehl-Bodrogi, "Die '\Viederlindung' des Alevitums in der Turkei. 
Geschichtsmythos und kollektive Identitiit," Orient 34 ii (39933, pp. 267-82; Karin 
\'orhofl-, Zwischen Glaube, Nation lend neurr Gemeinsct~a). Alruitisc/~e Identitat in der Turkei 
der G~genwart: Berlin 1995; Markus Dressier, Die aleuitisc/~e Religion. Traditior~slinien und 
.liuhestimmunqt!rr. \l'iirzburg 2002, pp. 1 7 1-76. 
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of the coup d'ktat in 1980, the parameters of Turkey's religio-polit- 
ical discourse were redefined.'> The left, political home for many 
Alevis in that period, was largely destroyed and lost its appeal. In 
an attempt to depoliticize the public sphere, Islamic institutions and 
symbols were fostered by the military elites. The presence of reli- 
gious symbols in the public sphere increased considerably, roughly 
along the lines of the so-called Tuth-ish-Islamic Synthesis, an ideology 
that was fostered by the military elites as well as by civilian politi- 
cians like Turgut Ozal, Turkey's prime minister from 1983 to 1989." 
The Turkish-Islamic Synthesis aimed to reconcile a universalistic 
Muslim with a particularistic Turkish identity. It was committed to 
a re-defined Kemalism articulated in terms of a conservative mod- 
ernism, which was Islamic but secularist and committed to a nation- 
alism directed against perceived separatist threats, be they ethnic or 
religous. Alevis did not subscribe to this new ideology, which defined 
Turkish Islam as Sunni Islam, and which paved the way for intensified 
efforts in assimilating them. The rstablishment of mandatory reli- 
gious education based on the Sunni faith in schools, and the increase 
in mosque construction in Alevi villages-mostly against the will of 
the inhabitants-were manifestations of this policy. 

Seeking for a placr within the parameters of the new discourse, 
Alevis returned to their cultural tradition, which they increasingly 
formulated in religious terms, thus to a certain extent appropriating 
the discourse of post- 1980 identity politics. Alevis began to forcefully 
confront Turkish society with their demands for recognition of Alevism 
as an identity significantly different from mainstream Sunni Islam. 
Public discussions on the nature of Alevism emerged. M a t  is Alevism, 
and Il71at do the dlevis want? became widely debated questions. 
Advocating their difference from Sunni Muslims, Alevi activists devel- 
oped answers for both a curious public and the Alevi community 
itself. Starting to write about Alevism, they engaged in Alevi histo- 
riography and embarked on a scripturalization of Alevi beliefs and 
practices. At the same time, they started an organization building 

'' Cf. Karin Vorhoff, "The Past in the Future. Discourses on the Alevis in 
Contemporary Turkey," in Turkfv'r Alevi Enigma. A Comprehensiue Ouerniew, eds. Paul 
J. White and Joost Jongerden, Leiden 2003, pp. 95f. 
'' For a concise account of the military coup and the Turkish-Islamic Synthesis 

see M. Hakan Yavuz, Irlamic Polilical Identip in Turkey. Rel&on and Global Politir~, 
Oxford 1003, pp. 69-75. 
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process, creating new Alevi networks and spaces. In this context, the 
deda gained new respect and began to play an important role in re- 
connecting Alevism with its traditions. 

For the survival of Alevism as a religious tradition with more than 
merely folkloristic appeal, the question of how to sustain the dede 
institution gained importance. How should dedelik be redefined in the 
context of a modern, mainly urban Alevism? Today, especially in 
urban environments, the mediating functions of the dede seem to be 
gone; they had been tied into the social relationships of traditional 
rural Alevism, and have widely vanished. There are significant socio- 
logical differences between traditional and urbanized Alevi community 
structures. In the urban context the cem ceremonies conducted in the 
cemeuis ("cem house") of the new Alevi organizations usually disregard 
traditional dede-tali6 affiliations which had in a traditional setting been 
a prerequisite for the ceremony, since they defined the ritual and 
social boundaries of the community. In an urban cem, the presiding 
dede does not necessarily know the participants, which usually make 
up a random mix of Alevis from all sorts of different backgro~nds.~' 

The current discussion on the dedelik originated in an urban con- 
text, but its repercussions are also felt in the countryside.'Many 
Alevis still regard the dedes as authoritative carriers of Alevi tradi- 
tions. The dede is still regarded as indispensable for the main Alevi 
rituals. I have not heard of any cem ceremony held without a dede 
presiding. However, his role as main source of Alevi knowledge is 
contested by non-dede Alevis, and by new community organizations, 
which provide social and cultural servi~es.~Won-dede Alevis, who 
publish on Alevism covering a wide range of themes such as mythol- 

" CS. Yaman, "Anadolu Alevileri'nde otorite," p. 347. 
" There are still Alevi villages where parts of the social structures of traditional 

.Nevism are maintained. Some villages still, or again, have regular communal ritu- 
als like thc cern, and to varying degrees acknowlcdge thc leadership of rrsidcnt or 
~isit ing dedes. But as the study of Shankland shows. the authority oS the dede is also 
in the village curtailed by the secular state institutions, which compete with the dede 
in authority. Additional pressure is felt through emigrated Lillagers who not only 
support their lest behind families, but also bring back the ideas discussed in the 
new urban Nevi centers, thus making the urban transSormations oS Alevism iridi- 
rectly felt in the ~illages. Cf. Shankland, Alevis in Turkey, passim. 
'" See Sehriban $ahin, 'The Aleci 1Lloament. Tran?fi~mation , j u m  Secret Oral to Pubhc 

Ili-itten Cbl tur~ in llratlonal and Transnational Social Spaces, PhD dissertation, New School 
for Social Research, New York 2001, pp. 204-7. 
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ogy, history, beliefs, and practices,'7 contribute directly to the pro- 
duction of new Alevi knowledge." The dedes play only a marginal 
role in the leadership of Alevi organizations which are mostly led 
11y talib Alevis: intellectuals, journalists, businessmen, lawyers, and 
eng~neers.'~ The new Alevi elite has the organizational qualities needed 
for the management of Alevi associations, and the communicative 
skills to use the opportunities that emerged with the privatization of 
the Turkish media in the 1980s.''' Familiar with the cultural codes 
of the Kemalist middle class, these new secular elites represent Alevism 
in public; they give press conferences, participate in talk shows, and 
speak at conferences."' Hence, the leaders of the largest Alevi asso- 
ciations have gained "media charisma," i.e., their public presence 
reaffirms their authority and adds to their standing within the iZlevi 
community. 

Izzettin Dogan: Prototype of' the modern dede? 

Only very few dedes are engaged in Alevi institution building and 
public representation. However, there is one prominent exception. 
This is 1zzettin Dogan (b. 19-10), a professor of law at Galatasaray 
University of Istanbul, who is the president of the Cerrz Foundation, a 
Kemalist and state-loyal Ale~ i  association with its headquarters in 
Istanbul." Dogan's success has several reasons: his relative closerless 

'' For an  rxcrllcnt overvirw of Alrvi litcrary production scc Karin Vorhoff, 
"Academic and Journalistic Publications on thc Alrvi and Bektashi of Turkey," ill 
Aleai Identip. (hlt~rrnl,  Rr~1~iou.r and Social Per~pectities, eds. T'ord Olsson, Elizabeth 
Ozdalca and Catharina Raudvere, Istanbul 1998, pp. 23-50. 
'" O n  the scripturalization of IZle\ism ~und other marginal hIuslin1 tt.. a d '  l t~ons ' see 

Tord Olsson, "Epilogue. T h r  Srripturalization of Ali-oriented Reli,gions," in Aleai 
Iderrtip. Cultural, Re1igiou.r and Social Purrpcr.~it$c~r, cds. Tord Olsson, Elizabeth Ozdalga 
ant1 Catharina Raudvere, Istanbul 1998, pp. 199-208. 
'" According to the informed estilnatr of Ali Yaman, only a minority of cl~ose 

having lcadcrship functions in the modern Nevi organizations belongs to a d e d ~  lin- 
eage. ).aman, "Anadolu Alevileri'nde otoritc," p. 339. 

"' Cf. hl. Hakan Yavuz, "hlrdia Identities for Alc\.is and Kurds in Turkey," in 
,Vew ibfedia in the ,\f~r,rIim LVorld. 'The Emerging Public S/~here, cds. Dalc F. Eickelman 
and Jon \V. Anderson. Bloon~ington 1999, p. 187; $ahin, Ala ' i  ,Ifut~ement, pp. 156-59. 

" Cf. Yaman. "Anadolu Ale~ilrri 'nde otorite," p. 339. 
'' For a biographical sketch of Dogan that gives a good account of his self-under- 

standing see Ismail Engin, "Izzettin 1)oRau. Einc alevitische Fiihrungspcrs~nlicflkeit 
in dcr Tiirkei,", Orient 39 (1998), pp. 541 47. For an  rnlargcd, :I'urkish version scc 
Ismail Engin, "Tzzcttin Dogan. Tiirkiye'dc r\levi bir ondrr," in Izzettin Do,<an'rn rilepi 
Islam Tnanrr. kij~t1inr ilc gorQ ae du,runceleri, rd. Ayhan hydln, Istanbul 2000, pp. 1 6 ~ ~ 2 6 .  
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to the Turkish state and its elites, his successful networking, and his 
descent. The combination of these qualities endows him with a 
charisma that is rather unique among the contemporary Alevi elite, 
and that helped him to emerge as the most influential contemporary 
Alrli leader, receiving by far the most extensive media coverage.33 

Izzettin Dogan enjoyed the privilege of an elite education at 
Galatasaray Lisesi in Istanbul, a prestigious private high school where 
classes are held in French. Already in his youth he got acquainted 
with the worldviews and cultural codes of the secularist upper mid- 
dle class; this certainly helped him to bond later on with Kemalist 
circ1es.j' Politically, Dogan tries to counter thr prrvalrnt image of a 
naturally leftist Alevism. In 1983, he was among thr founding mrm- 
bers of the Nationalist Democratic Party, which was sponsorrd by 
the military after the coup d'tttat." Dogan's self-proclaimrd goal in 
joining this nationalistic party leaning to the right was to force the 
political centre to recognize Alevi issues. However, he left the party 
after only three months, realizing that this was an unrealistic objec- 
ti~r.jWenceforward, he has abstained from direct imolvement in 
party politics; rather, he tries to comrey an image of political inde- 
pendencr, which allows him to engage in a dialogue with parties 
across thr political sprctrum including the religious right-an inevit- 
able sourcr of harsh criticism from leftist Alevi~.~' Dogan can be con- 
cidered a modrrate, pragmatic Kemalist, committed to an inclusive 
Turkish Nationalism. His commitment to Kemalism and the state 
enhances his stand within Turkey's state centrist political discourse. 

Striving for leadership of the Alevi movement, 1zzettin Dogan tries 
to conquer the symbolic territories of Alevi imagery. One example 
is bisual representation. While it is common among Turkish Alevis 
to display Xtaturk's picture next to those of the Alevi saints Ali and 
Hacl Bektag,jH the Cem Foundation takes this practice one step fur- 

" Cf. Shankland, Aleoir in Turk<,', p. 164. 
"' Dogan is known for being on good terms with leading political ficgures. ShanUand. 

Aleuis in T u r k e ~ ,  p. 164. 
" En$:, "Izzettin Dogan. Turlaye'de." p. 21. 
'"Izzettin Dogan, "Dedeler, l'oplantisl konu~masr," in (,.EIJ VAKFI yalzjmalar~ oe 

17akf Gene1 R a ~ k a n ~  Prc$ Dr. Irrettin Dognrz'lrz g i n i j  i'p iilijunceleri, ed. CEM Vakfi, 
Istanbul 1998, p. 158. 
'' Engin, "Izzettin Dogan: l'iirkiye'de," p. 21. 
'" See Markus Drrssler, Die civil re1z''on der Turkei. Kernalzitische und alevitisch~ Ataturk- 

Rereption i7n Vergleich, Wiirzburg 1999, pp. 101-4. 'l'his aspect is different for most 
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ther. In its publications as well as at its organized public events, the 
portrait of Dogan is added to this arrangement, thus, one could 
argue, elevating Dogan to the phalanx of Alevi saints.jg The sym- 
bolism of this particular arrangement is important. Ali and the 13th 
century Anatolian saint figure Haci Bekta~ represent the Alevi tra- 
dition. In Alevi imagery, Ali symbolizes the struggle for justice, while 
Haci Bektag represents Alevi ethics and se~ularism.'~' Haci Bekta? is 
further imagined as a pre-modern founding father of Turkish nation- 
alism. The portrait of Ataturk, the very symbol of Kemalism, under- 
lines the commitment to Turkish Secularism and Nationalism. 1zzettin 
Dogan tries to establish himself as the modern heir of these Alevi 
founding fathers; claiming to represent the values they stand for, he 
tries to partake in their charisma. From this self-assigned position he 
promotes an understanding of Alevism as Turkish Islam in line with 
the country's secularist and nationalist principles." 

One reason for why it is possible for Dogan to engage in such 
highly loaded symbolism is his descent. In the province of Malatya, 
his father Huseyin Dogan dede was both a powerful regional leader 
of the Baliyan tribe and a prominent dede as representative of the 
Agui~en Ocak, which is one of the most prominent ocaks of Anatolia. 
As both a tribal and religious leader, Huseyin Dogan had consider- 
able political influence, reflected in his service as Member of Parliament 
throughout the 1950s. He was initially a member of the Republican 
People's Party but then joined the ranks of the Democratic Party- 
a move causing a lot of resentment among leftist Alevis who asso- 
ciate the Democratic Party with reactionary Islamist politics.'' Like 
his father, 1zzettin Dogan is a controversial figure in the Alevi com- 
munity. It is clear however, that Dogan has inherited and draws on 
the charisma ascribed to his father. 

of the Kurdish Alevis of Turkry due to the negative experiences they made under 
Ataturk's rule; cf: Hans-Lukas Kieser, "Les kurdes alevis et la question identitaire. 
I,e soultvement du Ko~giri-Dersim (1919-21)," in Islam des Kurdes, ed. Martin van 
Bruinessen, Paris 1998, pp. 279-3 16. 

"Wf. Drcsslcr, Almithche Relzgzon, pp. 179f. 
'O Dressier; Almitische Religion, p. 226; see also Vorhoff, "Past in the Future," pp. 

100-2. 
" He distinguishes this Turkish Islam from the Arab Islam, which he sees expressed 

in Sunnism. See Ayhan Aydin, Izzettin Dogan'zn Aleui Islam inancz, kulturu ile goruj ue 
dujunceleri, Istanbul 2000, p. 80. 
" Enyin, "Izzettin Dogan: Turkiye'de," p. 18. 
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In the context of urban iUevism, traditional dede-talzb bonds may 
weaken, allowing charismatic r l r 7 r l u s  like 1zzettin Dogan to attract sup- 
porters who do not belong to lineages traditionally affiliated with 
them. When the traditional dede-talzb affiliations become less salient, 
opportunities for competition between dede linea9;es nrise. An exam- 
ple of this is found in the correspondence between a group of Alevi 
talzb now living in Istanbul and their efendz from Hacl Bektn~, a rep- 
resentative of the geleb~an," whom they recognize as their higllest 
authority. The exchange took place in 1991 and was initiated b) n 
letter of the talzb, in which they convey to the efendz a list of sug- 
gestions for how to improve the situation of Alevis in contempornrj 
Turkey. In their letter, they encourage the geleb~an to supervise Ale~ i  
communities more closely and to develop a centralized Alevi net- 
work. They further demnnd the organization of national dede con- 
~ent ions ,  suggest control of the education of the dedes and thc 
cstablishn~cnt of dede training programs. In his response, the efeudz 
esplnins: "You say thnt the dedes must always be licensed. The major- 
it). of dde say, 'My ancestors came before Hacl Bekta~' or even 'He 
[i.c. Hacl Bekta~] had no descendants anyway'." Therc are those 
who say, 'My ancestors are older'. How is it possible to discipline 
those who wish to act in this way, who do not know the truth?"" 

The efendz's criticism of independent oc-aks which chnllenge the 
authority of the geleb~an, targets Alevi dedes like 1zzettin Dognn.'" 
Dogan stresses the prominence of his Aguiyen Ocnk, tracing its lin- 
cage back to Muhammad and Ali (through .Mi Askcr, son of the 
fourth Shiite Imam Zayn al-'Abidin).'7 Dogan claims that his oraX 
hnd been established in Anatolia already at the very beplnning of 

" The celehlyan branch of the Bcktashi ordcr claims suprrior authority over othrr 
.Ucvi lincagcs based on its alleged dirrct drscrnt from Haci Bektag Vcli, the patron 
saint of tllr Brktashi ordrr. A considcrablc part of LUevi o c a h  recognizrs thr geleblyan 
as their main authority: their dedes in rxchange receive formal authorization by the 
(eleh$an. 

+' This is a reference to thr intrrnal disputr amongst thr Rektashis as to whethrr 
H a c ~  Bektag had progeny or not. \Vhile the hnhn~czri hranch brlieves that he stayed 
childless, thr gelehgan branch holds that he had children. The geleblyan (thr efendis) 
claim direct descent from H n c ~  Brkta~.  
+' Shankland, Alevis in Titrl-PY. p. 1 5 1 . 
+Shank land ,  Aleals in 'fi~~jll-l-c~,, pp. 1.49 52. 
+' 12s Dogan recounts, .Ui Askrr was savrd from the Krrbela massacre and thrn 

raiscd by Turkrnen Shjites. 'The linr of hluhammad had thus continued in a Turkish 
environmrnt. Ayd~n,  I z ze t t in  Dojnri'ln dkri I ~ l a m ,  p. 46. 
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the Turkish invasion in the 1070s. At the time of Haci Bektag Veli's 
arrival in the 13th century, the A@i~en Ocak would already have 
professed Alevism in Anatolia for at least 200 years.4R 

The correspondence between the eyfndi and his talib had an inter- 
esting epiloLgue. Confronted with the talibs' demands to assume a 
more pro-active leadership role, to centralize in order to concentrate 
resources, and to exert more control over the education and the 
activities of the dedes, the efer~di could only express his sympathy with 
these demands, but had no concrete suggestions about how to achieve 
these tasks. Eventually, the respective Alevi group joined the <:em 
Foundation, whose leader is, as I showed, directly competing with 
their efendis from Hacl Bektag. With funding obtained through 1zzettin 
Dogan, the community managed to build and run a cemevi, in which 
several of them found empl~yrnent .~"  It appears that the Cem 
Foundation as an Alevi organization, representing Alevi interests 
vis-a-vis the state and trying to allocate resources for Alevis, simply 
had more to offer than the ejendi from Haci Bektag, and thus appears 
to have won this contest in religious authority. 

With the (:em Foundation, and his influence in a number of fur- 
ther Alevi organizations sponsored by the Cem Foundation, 1zzettin 
Dogan has built an infrastructure that allows him to popularize his 
vision of Alevism and to claim leadership of the Alevi movement. 
However, the Cem Foundation and 1zzettin Dogan are strongly dis- 
puted within the Alevi community. Dogan claims to represent up to 
9g0/0 of the Alevi population."" This is an illusionary number and 
directly contradicts similar claims by the Alevi Bektashi Federation,"' 

'" Aydln, i;;ettin DojanZn Aleui islam, p. 53. Dogan furthrr strrsses thr authorir) 
of his octik a comparcd to dikme octikr, i.e. ocaks which bccamc rstablished thrc~ugh 
the authorization of another ocak (as reprcscntati\.r\ but ca11 not trace back their 
ancrstn to hluhammad thcmsclvrs: "There are of coursc not that many drdr who 
are [in fact] descendents of the prophet. Jt'hilst the nun1I)er of dedes is small, therc 
are many who profess dcdclik." Aydln, Izzettin L)o,<an'zn Aleai It lam, p. 54. Although 
his descent is critical for his charismatic appcal, Dogan does himself not profess 
dedelik; this is at least partly duc to thr fact that his \\iff is not of Alcvi descent. 
Instead of his, his youngcr brother is continuirlg the active dedelik of thr linrage. 
'' Shankland, Aleair i r ~  Eirk fy ,  pp. 15 1 f. 
"I Hatice Ya~ar ,  "Alevi Diyancti'ne tcpki," Radikal, November 15; 2003, URL: 

html://www.radikal.com.tr/t~i1I~er.php?habeml552, accessed Fcbruary 2, 2004. 
" See "Alcvilcr ba~baka~l l~k ' t ayd~ ,"  OZISur Politika, Fcbruary I .  2003: URL: 

html://~~\w.ozprpolitika.or.g, acccsscd February 5, 2004. 
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an Alevi umbrella organization, which unites 450 organizations, 
including not only organizations from Turkey but also the powerful 
Federation of the Alevi Communities in Germany. 

Training the Modern Dede 

A recent poll in which 400 Alevis from the countryside as well as 
the city were asked about their opinion on the dedelik supports the 
general sense of urgency expressed in Alevi publications. While 7 1.9 O/o 

of the interviewees saw the dedes as not sufficiently qualified, 73.5 O/O 

were nevertheless of the opinion that the institution was necessary 
for the development of Alevi~m.~* These numbers may be of limited 
statistical value, but seem an accurate reflection of the general mood. 

One major concern is the dedes' state of education. Mehmet Carnur, 
president of the Sahkulu Sultan Foundation, which is located in a 
former Bektashi lodge and maintains one of the most vibrant Alevi 
centres of Istanbul, demanded in 1998 that dedes should be educated 
at universities: "[Tlhey have to study philosophy, they should be 
familiar with the social sciences, and they have to know the litera- 
ture very More recently he declared that Alevis should rather 
keep their affairs in their own hands, independent of state institu- 
tions. Accordingly, he announced that the Sahkulu Foundation will 
soon commence a dede training program.54 

While there are many members of dede lineages, only a few dedes 
are actually capable of performing the rituals.55 Finding such dedes 
is one of the biggest problems of Alevi organizations that want to 
offer regular cem ceremonie~.~~ Hiiseyin Giilen, former president of 

52 Abdiilharnit Ylldu, "Alevilerin yiizde 717 dedeleri yetersiz buluyor," caman, 
December 16, 2003, URL: http://www.zaman.com.tr/2003/ 12/ 16/habeder/h9.htm, 
accessed March 29, 2004. 

53 Gulden Ay&n and Kutup Dalgaluran,  ti^ cemevine karlln yonetici," Hziniyef, 
March 11, 1998, URL: http://arsiv.hurriyetim.com.tr/hur/turk/98/03/1 l/dizi/ 
Oldiz.htm, accessed March 28, 2004. 

Hamn Odabay, "Aleviler dedeligi tartq~yor," A h o n  10 (2004), no. 485, March 
29, URL: http://www.a.ksiyon.com.tr/detay.php?id=303l, accessed March 29, 2004. 

55 Shankland estimates that in the Alevi village he studied roughly 10% belonged 
to dedc lineages. Shankland, Alnris in Turkg, p. 79. 

56 Yaman, "Anadolu Alevileri'nde otorite," p. 343. 
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Federation of the Alevi Communities in Germany. The objective of 
this program was to improve the educational foundation of dede can- 
didates. The seminar program covered the following subjects: his- 
tory of religions, Islamic and Ale~ i  history, the Alevi path and its 
rules, Alevi poetry, sub-groups of Ale\ism, format and problems of 
Alevi education, Sufism, comparative religion, sacred days and prin- 
ciples of Alevism, basic terms of Alevism, Alevis in Europe, the 
significance of music in Alevism, and historic and religious dimen- 
sions of Bektashism." These subjects are studied in weekend semi- 
nars taught by non-Alevi and Alevi academics as well as a small 
number of dedes. The subjects actually taught by dedes indicate the 
fields of knowledge in which the authority of the dedes is still regarded 
as indispensable. In fact, dedes were co-instructors of the courses on 
"The Alevi Path and Its Religious Principles" and "Sacred Da)s of 
Alevism and its Religious Principles." The remaining subjects were 
taught by non-d~d~s, and even non-Alevis. As pointedly put by A)kan 
Erdemir, " [s]cholars who had previously conducted ethnographic 
research on Alevis were now in a position to teach Alevi religious 
guides what Alevism was really all 

The Academy emphasizes that the seminar program is not a 
sufficient training for an aspiring dede and cannot provide legitimacy 
for exercising dedelik. It is rather a supplementary education program 
that aims to combine traditional and modern methods and kinds of 
knowledge. The program provides insight into the Alevis' conscious 
efforts to maintain their tradition in the face of experienced ewis- 
tential challenges. The following quote from the program is a good 
example of the dialectic relationship between the legitimizing force 
of tradition, contemporary necessities, and an utopian vision of a 
"modern Alevism": 

"' .-Ucvi Akadcmisi, "Alrvi Akademisi Dedeler Yetkinlegme Egitim Prograrn~," 
URI,: h~ tp : / /w~mv.a le~4akademis i .o rg /dede l~r l c s t i rmrh tm,  accessed March 8, 
2004. 

"' Aykan Erdemir, "Islamic Nonprofits in Turkey. Reconfiguration of Aevi Belief 
and Practice," paper presented at the Annual Sleeting of the American Anthropological 
Association, Chicago, No\.rrnher 20, 2003, p. 3. The idea of non-Aevis teaching 
Nevis on Aevism might be surprising, hut does not seem all too strange for Aevis 
thcrnsclvrs-pro~ided the non-r\le\i instructors havc rcccivrd their knowledge through 
authoritative Aevi sourcrs. This view is expressed by H l d ~ r  Uluer, prcsidrnt of the 
Karacaahrnet Sultan Cultu~xl .Association, which is one of Istanbul's largest Aevi 
associations. Scr Abdln and Dalgak~ran, "Up cernevinc kadln." 
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\.Ye are of the opinion that it is impossible to approach the education 
of religious specialists (dinadamlarz) such as dedes . . . in accordance with 
the needs of the A l e ~ i  society of today if we close the eyes in front 
of the necessities of our society, and if we apply [instead] traditional 
understandings, habits and methods . . . Enormous differences in every 
regard have come up between the place, function, and the education 
~rzethods of the superior religious specialists of the past and those of 
today. We think that the most reasonable way to embark upon this 
enterprise is to take an approach that comprises the today and the 
future without breaking with the past, and without destroying the 
essence of our bclief and our vali~es . . .64 

Recently, dede Hasan Kilavuz, chairman of the "Dede Commission 
of the Federation of the Alevi Communities in Germany," pushed 
the debate with controversial statements regarding the meaning of 
dedelik in the modern age. In a manner strikingly different from the 
organizations surrounding the Cem Foundation, which try to estab- 
lish the notion of "Alevi Islam," he stresses the incompatibility of 
iUevism and the dedelik with basic features of Sunni Islam, and vehe- 
mently rejects any attempts to reconcile Alevism with the Islamic 
tradition: 

Alevilik is a belief (inanj) in its own right. Alevis possess a belief that 
sees God everywhere in the universe. Alevis performed their worship 
and beliefs for a thousand years in a modest and extremely pure form; 
today, some dedes try to decorate this for111 of belief with fake pearls. 
These dedes, which are insecure about themselves, which are carried 
away by a minority complex towards the Sunni Muslim faith, distance 
the essence of .;Urvism from our traditions and customs. . . We can- 
not connect the faith of the Anatolian .%levis with the basic principles 
of the Islamic re l ig i~n."~ 

Kilavuz further argues that Alevis would not share any of the major 
religious practiccs obligatory for Muslims; neither could the funda- 
mental beliefs and practices of Alevism bc encountered within Sunni 
Islam. Sharply distinguishing Alevism frorn Islam, Kilavuz' argu- 
mentation paves the ground for an understanding of Alevism as a 
bclirf or faith   in an^) "in its own right." He describes the history of 

"' Alevi Akademisi, "Alevi Akadrmisi Dedeler Yetkinlc$me." 
"j Hasan Kilavuz, "Alevilerin inaq  ve ibadcti c;agda? dedeleri yol gijstcricidir.," 

Al~zjilc~rin Sc~si 69 (Novrmber 2003), URL: h t tp : / / \ v~~ \v . a l ev i . co rn / aa t~ f / a s~~ j9 /  
hasankilavuz/hasankilavuz.htm, accessed hlarrh 8. 2004. 
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Anatolian Alevism as a history of opposition to Sunni Islam, thus 
strengthening a particularistic Alevi identity based on a shared mem- 
ory of resistance against Sunni oppression. Nevertheless he recog- 
nizes the need to adjust this tradition to modern conditions. Unlike 
the "Alevi Islam" protagonists, however, his vision of modern Alevism 
does not entail recognition of Islamic features in Alevism, and he 
does not employ the term "religion" (din) for Alevism. Instead he 
stresses humanistic principles, and argues in particular for an enforce- 
ment of gender equality within Alevi practice: "These young dedes 
have to put aside conservatism and fanaticism and have to lead [our] 
mothers and sisters (our women), who are well-equipped and rooted 
in the tradition, to active teaching and ~ervice."~' 

Kilavuz then lists the different positions traditionally limited to 
men-including the dede position-and demands their opening for 
women. He further demands a redefinition of the relation between 
dede and talib. Dedelik would have to be adjusted to present needs. 
This might also mean an extension of the dede's duties. For exam- 
ple he proposes that Alevis should have their dedes conduct their bur- 
ial services instead of calling a Sunni imam, as is common praxis. 
In fact there appears to be a trend to strive for more independence 
from Sunni institutions, and funeral ceremonies are one example for 
that. Usually, Alevis call on the local imam to wash their dead and 
conduct the ceremonies. But more and more cemeuis have their own 
washing and cooling facilities for their deceased community mem- 
bers. In June 2004, I observed a funeral service at the Okrneydani/ 
Istanbul branch of the Haci Bektag Veli Anatolia Cultural Foundation. 
The ceremony was jointly led by a dede and a Sunni imam. This 
was obviously a new practice. I was told by participants that usu- 
ally there would no dede be involved. Further, I was told that the 
imam sent by the municipality would also be of Alevi descent (Aleui 
~ocug'u, literally "an Alevi childn)-otherwise they would not accept 
him."' 

Kilavuz' provoking positions generated a lively debate. In a recent 
interview with the monthly magazine of the Federation of the Alevi 

- -- 

hh Hdsan Ihlavuz, "Alevilerin inan5 vc ibadcti ~ a g d a ?  dedeleri yo1 gostericidir," 
Alevzlerzn S e ~ z  69 (November 2003), URL: h t t p : / / w w w . a l e v i . c o m / a a b f / a ~ /  
hasankilavuz/hasankilavuz.htm, accessed March 8, 2004. 

'' Ficldnotcs, June 1 ,  2004. 
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Communities in Germany, Cafer Kaplan, a young Alevi dede libing 
in Germany, who is also a member of the Federation's Dede Com- 
mission (in German Gezrtlzchenrat, "council of the clergymen"), strongly 
supported the proposals of Hasan a lavuz.  He stressed in particular 
the need for d& to be educated and demanded concrete steps lead- 
ing to a modernization of dedelik: "If we among us dedes could 
develop a common system and a common voice, then we could set 
'4lebism on a more solid basis. Therefore we dedes have to create 
a standard regarding the belief. Thus we could prevent the diff'erences 
in between our people regarding the belief."'" 

The need for a standardization of Alevism is also felt in Turkey. 
Ali Yaman, himself a member of a d~de lineage, explains that accord- 
ing to his observations "the idea of a need for standardization increas- 
ingly becomes popular among all the Alevi elites and the dedes.""" 
This standardization would mainly affect the form and content of 
the cem ceremonies. 

It is nowadays common among the larger Alebi associations to 
have d~de commissions as part of their organizational structure. The 
dede council of the Confederation of the Alevi Communities in Europe, 
the biggest European Alevi umbrella organization, has formulated a 
"sequence of cem," thus trylng to provide deda with a blueprint for 
how to conduct a cem ceremony, the traditional forms of which are 
regionally slightly different.'" This dede council has also published a 
calendar of sacrrd days for Alevis, providing information for how to 
celebrate Ale\< holidays." 

Al41c~i associations entertaining cemevis will usually employ a dede for 
ritual and advisory services." Naturally they would look out for one 
whose religious and political outlook they would see corresponding 
to their own  conviction^.'^ A separate, often beautifully decorated 
room for the dede in charge has become a standard feature of cemevis 

"': Cafer Kaplan, "Dedelerimizde 01-tali st~ylev geli$tirmeliyiz," dlevilerirl .Se~i 7 1 
(January 2004), URL: http://www.alevi.com/aabf/as-71/CAFER_KAPLXN/ 
CaferVo2ClkaPLAN.ht1~1> accessed hlarch 8, 2004. 

"" Yaman, "Anadolu ;Ur\.ilrri'nde otorite," p. 344. 
'' Sahin, Alevi Moumnrnt, p. 222; cf. Sokcfeld, "Alrvi Dedes in the German Dias- 

pora," p. 174. 
" Srrhin, Alevi Atloz~c~mc~r~t, p. 222. 
" E~-drl-rlir, "lslamic Nonprofits," p. 6; cf. Yaman, "Anadolu Alevileri'ndr otoritr," 

p. 339. 
'' Siikcfcld, "Ale\< Dedes in thr German Dinspora," p. 182. 
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of a certain size. The integration of dedes into the secular Aevi asso- 
ciations and the establishment of the dede council as a new Ale\i 
institution exemplify the difrerentiation of authority in modem Alevism. 
It secures the dede's active participation in the Alevi reformulation 
process while at the same time limiting his authority to a newly 
defined religious sphere. The more or less systematic incorporation 
of the dede into Alevi organizations marks a shift in the power rela- 
tions between dedes and non-dede Alevis, sincr it "meant that execu- 
tive directors could not only hire and fire religious guides [dedes], 
but could also have a say in congregational ceremonies and religious 
matters."j4 Erdemir gives the example of a hired dede who was fired 
after he urged womrn participating in the cem ceremony to cover 
their hair, a demand found unacceptable by his ass~ciation.~' 

Alrvi internal discussions about modern Alevi education provide 
us with a furthrr example for the confinement of the dedes' author- 
ity. Dedes seem to have only limited influence on the development 
of curricula for Alevi instruction at elementary schools, which has 
been offered in some Berlin public schools since 2002. Since fall 
2004, Ale\ism is also part of a new inter-religious, dialogue-oriented 
class called "Religious Education for ,41," offered in the state schools 
of Hamb~rg.~%eaded by 1smail Kaplan, the Federation of the ;Ue\i 
Communities in Germany is the driving force behind Alevi school 
instruction in Germany. It has formed an "education council," sep- 
arate from its dede c~unci l .~ '  The Alevis most engaged in the pro- 
ject of Alevi education, such as 1smail Kaplan, belong to the new 
elite of secular Alevi functionaries and intellectuals. This shows that 
the dedes are not seen a5 the main authority for Alevi instruction 
anymore. Nevertheless, they still have a role in symbolically accom- 
panying and thus legitimating it. The provisionary curriculum of the 
Federation of the hlevi Communities has, for example, prominent 
ded~s in its advisory ~ommittee.~' Among them are Veliyettin Ulusoy, 

- ~~ 

'' Erdemir, "Islarnic Nonprofits in Turkey," pp. 6f. 
" Erdemir, "Islamic Nonprofits in Turkry," p. 7. 
'Vsmail Kaplan, "Hamhurg'da Alevilik Drrsleri baqliyor," Al t~ i ler in  Sesi 73 (RIarch 

20041, URL: h t t p : / / ~ ~ ~ ~ v . a l e ~ ~ i . c o m / a a b f / a s 7 3 / a l r v i ~ i l i k d c r s l e r i . h t m ,  
accessrd April 2, 2004. 

- -  
" $ahin, -4leui A4ouement, pp. 223-26. 
'~chrplankommission der Fiide~ition der Aleviten Gemeinden in Drutschland, 

"2. Teil. Alrvitisrhe Glaubenslehre fiir dir Grundschulen. Lehrplanentwurf fiir den 
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the current head of the ~eleb~an from Hacl Bekta>, Dervig Tur dede, 
former chnirman of the federation's dede council, as well as Sukru 
Agcagul dede, who was also among the staff of the Alevi Academy's 
dede training program. The incorporntion of Veliyettin Ulusoy is of 
particular importance since many Alevis regard him as the direct 
descendent of Hacl Bektng Veli and many ocaks subscribe to him as 
highest Alevi authority. The symbolic connection to Ulusoj. as well 
as the fact that the Federation of the Alevi Communities in Germany 
has dedes from Turkey in their dede council, exemplifies the transna- 
tiondl character of the Alevl movement. 

Conclusion: Changing Pa~arrlete~.r aJ' AuthoriQ 

The transformations of Alevi identity in the 20th century can be 
summarized in terms of first secularization, then a turn to leftist ideo- 
logies, and finally a cultural and religous reorientation. These trans- 
formations had far-reaching consequences for the socio-religious 
structures of Alevism, especially for the position of the dedes. Traditional 
Alevism was based on the social and religious interactions in the 
rural village community. Drastic economic and social changes, how- 
ever, led to a rural exodus, which destroyed traditional bonds of 
affiliation based on kinship and lineage. As a consequence, Alevism 
lost much of its pervasiveness as a system of social control."' Simulta- 
neously, a broader concept of Alevism that could provide a com- 
mon identity transcending regional particularities emerged in urban 
environments. Alevis began to envision themselves through the wider 
lenses of "culture," and-increasingly, since the Alevi revival in the 
late 1 980s-"religi0n.~ In this context, the dedes gained new respect 
and began to play an important role in re-connecting Alevism with 
its traditions, even if their newly assigned role was much less pow- 
erful than it had been in traditional Alevism. Only occasionally do 
they take up leadership positions in Alevi organizations, e.g., 1zzettin 

Alevitischen Religionsunterricht," Koln: Foderation dcr Aleviten Gemeinderl i11 
Deutschland, 2001 [unpublished manuscript]. I am gratefill to Ismail Kaplan from 
thc Federation for providing mc. bvith a copy of the manuscript. 

'q Shankland, Aleais in Xtrk~r ,  p. 153. 
"" In a reccnt poll among -1-00 Alevis fiom thc city and the countryside, 89.8% 

declared that they saw Nevism in cultural and religious terms. Yildiz. ".4lc\ilerin 
yuzde 7 l'i." 
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Dogan in the Cem Foundation, and Hasan Kilavuz, the chairman 
of the Federation of the Alevi Communities in Germany's dede coun- 
cil. The only sphere which is still dominated by the dede is the field 
of Alevi ritual. Descent from an ocnk lineage is still considered a nec- 
essary precondition for leading the ceremonies." But even here 
the Mevi associations curtail the authority of the dede, and the dede 
is mainly fulfilling symbolic functions and certain assigned duties 
within a more and more explicitly defined Alevism. However, the 
differentiation of authority within contemporary Alevism bears also 
the possibility for a newly increased importance of the dede, especially 
if the trend to religionize Alevism continues. Then, the dede as a 
form of an Alevi priest is likely to acquire additional functions such 
as extended ritual duties, but also as a spiritual counselor and com- 
munity representative. 

For the survival of Alevism as a religious tradition, the question 
of how to sustain the dedelik is crucial. HOW can dedelik be redefined 
in the context of a modern, mainly urban, Alevism? New formula- 
tions of dedelik, the office and functions of the dede, are thus among 
the most visible and most radical changes of modern Alevism. 

As I tried to demonstrate, authority in Alevism is becoming sec- 
ularized insofar as the traditional accumulation of powers and func- 
tions in the dede institution became differentiated. Whilst the dedes 
still maintain their authoriv in ritual contexts, they are not the lead- 
ers of the community anymore, which is now organized and repre- 
sented by Alebi associatio~ls and foundations that are mostly headed 
by non-dede Alevis. Regarding matters of belief, the dede has to com- 
pete with secular sources of knowledge. This shift and differentiation 
of authority reflects the rationalization and secularization of Alevism. 
In this regard Izzettin Dogan is no exception. He is, however, extra- 
ordinary insofar as he fulfils both traditional and modern pre-req- 
uisites for leadership, combining descent of a prominent dede lineage 
with secular knowledge, political influence, and organizational shlls. 

" I  The  most radical approaches to the reformulation of the dedelik qucstion even 
the idea of charisma via descent. An cxample is thr position of Riza Zrlyut, an  
Ale\i journalist and author of many popular books on Alelism. Instcad of descent, 
he argues, virturs and merit of a person should decide on whether he could become 
a dede. Lt'hile this is certainly a marginal opinion, it neverthcless reveals the range 
of positions pc~~sible in the Nevi discourse. Yildiz, "Nevilerin yuzdr 7 I'i." 
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The Alevi case shows that authority is not a static condition; rather, 
the process of ascribing and exerting authority has to be seen as 
part of a dynamic negotiation in a given discourse-discourse here 
understood as the institutional context that sets the rules for iden- 
tity politics and controls the language through which it is commu- 
nicated. Any authority claim will have to be newly negotiated if its 
evidence decreases in a changing context. New authorities have a 
chance to be established if they succeed in making their claims evi- 
dent and manage to convey their legitimacy to those upon whom 
they want to exercise their authority. The concentration of author- 
ity in the institution of the dede made sense in pre-modern Alevism, 
when the well-being of the community depended on strict socio-reli- 
gious borders erected against a hostile environment. The bonds 
between dede and talib lineages secured allegances and provided social 
structure. This has changed in the modern, urban context. Erdemir - 
reports of Alevis who, when asked about their ocak, responded with 
the names of Alevi organizations: "For them, the Alevi organization 
they attended was their lineage, and the dede working at that orga- 
nization was their religious guide.""' 

This example illustrates how traditional intra-Alevi affiliations give 
way to less formalized bonds, which appear more suitable to an 
urban environment. Following the reconstruction of A l e ~ i  identities 
in accordance with criteria based less on kin and descent but on 
ethnicity, political outlook, religious convictions, and, last but not 
least, convenience, relations between Alevis, and also boundaries 
between Alevis and Sunnis have to be re-negotiated. 

In order not to get ultimately absorbed by the Sunni majority, 
Alevis are forced to interact with state institutions, which are clearly 
inclined to Sunnism. Authority is most likely to be ascribed to those 
who are believed to best fulfil the requirements for such an endeav- 
our--the judgment will obviously depend on the stance one takes 
towards state authority. However, legitimacy is achieved not only by 
means of ideological positioning, but also through the sheer benefits 
a particular authority secures for those who subscribe to it, as in the 
above-mentioned case of the Alevi migrants to Istanbul who joined 

" Erdemir, "Islamic Nonprofits in Turkey," p. 7; cf. Yaman. "Lhadolu Ale~ileri'nde 
otorite." 
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the Cem Foundation after their dedes could not offer them any mate- 
rial or organizational prospects. 

The diffcrentiation of authority in modcrn Alevism leads to inter- 
nal tensions. Traditionalist Ale\is fear that changes in the institu- 
tions of Alevism betray the Ale\i heritage and might in the end only 
accelerate its dissolution. Modernist Alevis see the opening of the 
Alevi tradition and its institutions, their reformulation, and the devel- 
opment of objective criteria for dedelik in addition to the requirement 
of desccnt as a must for its su~vival in the modern context. Both 
traditionalists and modernizers are aware of the severc challenges 
Alevism faces in its post-traditional period. The debate on dedelik 
reflects this awarencss. It has to be seen as part of an object$cation 
process"" which manifests itself in new organizational formations (e.g., 
the d e v i  umbrella organizations) and institutions (e.g., the dede coun- 
cils) as well as attcmpts to standardize beliefs and rituals. Alevism is 
increasingly scripturalizing, thus ine~itably dcfining itself much more 
closely than pre-modern oral Alevism ever did. I regard thc creation 
of the modern dfde as part of a rcformulation of Alevism as a reli- 
gious tradition, in the process of which authority is differentiated. The 
modern dede seems to become a kind of Alevi priest, a religious spe- 
cialist whose authority is defined by his knowledge and serviccs in 
the field of ritual. In this "modern" arrangcment the dede is assigned 
the role of the religious leader as expressed in the following quote by 
1zzettin Dogan: "[The dedes] arc leaders of the faith. It is the insti- 
tution of the dedelik t h a t . .  . guarantees the interpretation of the 
Koran in accordance with the conditions of the present age."'+ 
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